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I. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of the LUC Capstone (Bachelor Thesis) is for students to complete an independent 
research project within the student’s major. The Capstone draws on each student’s unique 
curriculum and range of scholarly experiences encountered while at LUC. The Capstone 
(bachelor thesis) is a product of specialized research that serves to prepare LUC students for 
competitive graduate programs or employment in government or industry. A supervisor 
oversees the research and writing process. In the final stage of the Capstone process, a reader 
is appointed for each thesis by the Capstone coordinator. Bachelor theses at LUC are 
theoretically or conceptually motivated and exhibit high levels of creativity, rigorous enquiry, 
and professional production. Students may develop an individual thesis topic or work on a 
larger project in small groups coordinated by their supervisor. If the latter approach is 
adopted each student is required to develop and produce a distinct thesis. The thesis is 
completed during a required Capstone course (10 ECT) that all students enroll in during their 
final semester at LUC.  

II. LEARNING OUTCOMES 
After successful completion of their LUC Capstone, students will have learned how to: 

- articulate a manageable/feasible research question for a large research project. 
The art of being able to specify and narrow down a topic for a research project is one 
even seasoned researchers struggle with. The main challenge is to find a constructive 
middle ground between ambition and feasibility. The discovery of such a middle ground 
relies on the ability to recognize that some questions are best dealt through multiple 
subprojects separately. With the mentorship of Capstone supervisors, the Capstone 
project, offers a unique opportunity for students to grapple with these issues and learn 
how to settle on the best outcome. 

- determine and execute the most suitable design for a research question.  Every 
research question can be approached via multiple research designs. Part of the Capstone 
process is to teach students how to confidently select such a research design in a large 
scale project.  Such research design typically includes articulating an argument, 
hypotheses, and selecting appropriate methodological approach in line with the 
overarching research question. However, research is ultimately evolving as new 
challenges and obstacles present themselves throughout the process. Thus, students will 
also learn how to recognize when the original direction requires an adjustment and re-
thinking to continue and/or improve their original idea.  

- deliver a finalized research project. Without effective communication, ideas alone 
possess very little value. Thus, the students will learn how to present their findings by 
clearly structuring their thesis, selecting helpful graphical visualization, and including 
properly formatted tables and figures. Furthermore, clear, concise writing and careful 
final editing is also one of the most crucial aspects of the research process. It is common, 
however, that the final stage of the research process poses the biggest challenge. At this 
point, a researcher may simply become too close to the subject and as deadline looms 
getting a distance is not an option. With the assistance of their supervisor and the LUC’s 
writing center, the students will learn how to deal with such challenges and further hone 
their writing skills to best present their ideas to the world.  
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In addition to the specific learning outcomes, students will also have the opportunity to 
improve crucial soft skills.  

− time management skills. Any long-term projects require perseverance and 
organization. Perseverance is to help overcome setbacks that are an inevitable part of 
conducting a large-scale research. Students will learn how to set up their own internal 
deadlines (in addition to the external deadlines), how to deal with writer’s block, how 
to cope with situations when their data cannot be collected etc. Much of these skills 
require excellent organization and discipline. The Capstone project is also an 
excellent opportunity for students to fine-tune their unique learning and working 
style. 

− collaboration skills. Much of the success of research depends on the ability to 
communicate with co-authors, supervisors or institutions. In their Capstone research, 
students will learn how to successfully communicate with their supervisor. In every 
research project, the relationship between supervisor and supervisee takes a different 
form. Students have a great opportunity to learn how to communicate under these 
varied styles of supervision to accomplish their research goal. Communication skills 
do not rest in the ability to make a request but rather in being able to find a common 
ground that enables one to pursue goals. Such skills include managing one’s own 
expectations, diligent correspondence with the supervisor, scheduling and upholding 
appointments with supervisors, independent initiative, resolving conflicting visions 
for a research project, or simply addressing occasional misunderstandings. Students 
are expected to demonstrate own agency in pursuit of their Capstone research.  

 

III. CAPSTONE COMPONENTS  
The final Capstone comprises two components: 

1. Research Proposal 
The research proposal demonstrates that students have made sufficient progress 
identifying their Capstone topic, show familiarity with the most up-to-date research for 
their selected topic, and suggest a preliminary methodological approach to their topic. As 
with larger research projects, the final thesis is likely to deviate from the proposal to 
various degrees. Thus, the proposal is assessed as work in progress.  The proposal is 
graded pass/fail. 

2. Final Thesis:  
The final thesis is graded with a letter grade. The supervisor and the assigned reader 
determine the grade by consensus. The specific assessment categories are detailed in 
section XII.  
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IV. TYPES OF CAPSTONE THESES 
The supervisor determines the type of Capstone thesis based on the discussion with his/her 
supervisee. Students may conduct: 

1. Original research, such as primary data project, original theoretical 
work, or illustrative narrative; 

2. Critical literature review, which synthesizes secondary sources to 
generate new insights about the status of a specific research question in 
the existing academic research.   
 

V. CAPSTONE SUPERVISOR 
 

1. The Selection of a Supervisor. The Capstone supervisor may be a university academic 
staff member from within LUC.  Students may also request external supervisor from 
Leiden University, other Dutch universities, or institutions, which employ academic 
(research oriented) staff. However, such a request must be formally submitted to and 
approved by the Capstone coordinator (see external supervisor form in Guidelines for 
Capstone).  

Students should begin identifying possible supervisors early in the Capstone process. 
Students are encouraged to work with potential supervisors listed in the database 
available on the general Capstone Blackboard site. Students must submit their signed 
supervisor form online.   

2. The Role of a Supervisor. The role of the Capstone supervisor is to guide the student 
through the entire thesis experience; from the inception of the research question to 
providing comments on the final thesis. The supervisor is a first point of contact for the 
student throughout the entire Capstone process. Each supervisor has a different style of 
working with the student and may set different expectations. Such a diversity of 
supervision styles simulates conditions students are likely to encounter in their research 
activities after completing their studies at LUC. 
 
Supervisors and students meet a minimum of four times. Although the nature of thesis 
topics will vary, the schedule of meetings should occur such that the following categories 
provide the general purpose of the meeting. 

1. Pre-proposal meeting to outline the research question; 
2. Post-proposal meeting to provide detailed feedback on the research 

plan; 
3. Progress meeting to update feedback on the draft of the thesis;  
4. Pre-submission meeting to offer final feedback and critique of the 

submission draft of the final thesis. 

Supervisor responsibilities also include: 

− Providing direction for the identification and definition of a suitable thesis topic, 
− Providing guidance and suggestions in carrying out the research activities and 
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analyses, whether qualitative or quantitative, such that the student is prepared to 
conduct the study, 

− Providing qualitative feedback on and grading of the research proposal, 
− Confirming that all thesis requirements have been met and that the originality of 

the thesis has been validated through the Turnitin software (plagiarism check on 
Blackboard), 

− Conferring with the reader in regards to the final thesis grade, 
− Submitting an assessment of the final thesis to the Capstone Coordinator. 

 

VI. CAPSTONE READER 
 

1. The Selection of a Reader. The Capstone coordinator independently appoints a reader 
no later than the deadline of final thesis submission. The reader must be a university 
academic staff member from within LUC.  
 

2. The Role of a Reader. The role of the reader is to provide an assessment of the final 
thesis to the student’s thesis supervisor, and to deliberate on the final thesis grade. The 
reader should do so independently without the input of the supervisor first and confer 
with the supervisor to determine the grade later. The reader is anonymous during the 
grading period. The name of the reader will be released on the grade form the student 
receives.  
Understanding that the reader need not be a specialist within the thesis topic or may 
come from a different field, the reader’s assessment should be sensitive to the discipline 
specific standards and norms in a professional manner in line with the interdisciplinary 
nature of LUC.  

The reader’s primary responsibility is:  

− to check whether the thesis fulfills the official structural and stylistic requirements 
of the Capstone thesis as listed in the Guidelines for Capstones; 

− confer with the supervisor about the final thesis grade; 
− submit written qualitative feedback along with supervisor’s comments, 

substantiating the grade..  

VII. CAPSTONE ENROLLMENT 
Students must have 120ECs at the beginning of the fifth semester to be automatically enrolled.   

Exceptions may be granted in the following scenarios: 

1. Students have less than 120ECs at the beginning of their fifth semester. In order to 
be enrolled in the Capstone course the student must obtain an official approval from the 
Study Advisor who informs the Capstone coordinator.  

2. Students have 120ECs or more but want to graduate later. In order to be dis-enrolled 
from the Capstone course, the student must have an Extended Study Plan approved by 
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the Study Advisor who informs the Capstone coordinator. 

VIII. SUPERVISOR FORM 
All students must submit a supervisor form signed by their supervisor. The students who fail to 
submit their supervisor forms cannot receive any grades and feedback on their proposal or final 
Capstone thesis. 

IX. WITHDRAWAL FROM CAPSTONE 
A student who wishes to withdraw after automatic enrollment from the Capstone course with 
other reasons than those specified in section VII must do so officially by submitting the official 
request form for Course Withdrawal to the Board of Examiners (BoE), including supporting 
documentation for the extenuating circumstances. If the BoE does not grant the request, the 
student is expected to continue the Capstone course as planned. If the BoE approves the 
request, a withdrawal grade “W” will be registered for the Capstone course. The BoE informs 
the Capstone coordinator, the Course Administration, the Study Advisor and the supervisor.  
 

X. DEADLINE EXTENSIONS  
In the process of writing the proposal or the final thesis, a student may apply for extensions due 
to extenuating circumstances by writing an email with supporting documentation to the 
supervisor. After the supervisor, in consultation with the Capstone coordinator, decides on the 
student’s request. It is crucial for students to make the request before the deadline if they wish to 
ask for an extension. Any request after the deadline will not be accepted. 

XI. EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES 
Extenuating circumstances are generally defined as:  

i) a documented health problem,  
ii) a severe family crisis, 
iii) or a unique or extreme academic issue.  

The normal workload associated with a student’s course of study (scheduled exams, essays, 
assignments, etc…) or typical research delays, or computer problems are not considered grounds 
for an extension.  For more exhaustive list of extenuating circumstances, please, consult the LUC 
Student Handbook. 

XII. GRADING 
The Capstone should represent an original and coherent treatment of the topic being 
investigated.  

1. Research proposal. The proposal is graded pass/fail.  The Capstone supervisor 
determines the grade. Students must have a passing grade on the proposal to proceed 
with writing the final Capstone thesis. If a student submits his/her proposal more 
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than 7 days after the deadline, the proposal automatically receives a failing grade. 
 
Research Proposal Rewrite: Students are eligible to re-write the proposal only if they 
receive a failing grade on their first proposal. The proposal rewrite must be submitted no 
later than 30 days after submitting the first proposal. If such a proposal is still deemed 
insufficient, the student cannot proceed with the Capstone course and must re-enroll in 
the next semester. The student receives a failing grade for the Capstone.   
 
 

2. Final thesis. The supervisor and reader independently review the final thesis and 
determine the final thesis grade by consensus. If the supervisor and reader do not agree 
on the final thesis grade, the Capstone Coordinator will consult and mediate the dispute 
to help achieve consensus. If consensus cannot be reached, the Board of Examiners will 
appoint a second reader. The final grade will then be an arithmetic average of all three 
grades.  Late submission of the final thesis is penalized by a letter grade deduction 
from the final grade per day after the deadline.  
 
Final Thesis Rewrite: If the student does not finish, or submits an inadequate final 
Capstone thesis, his/her grade will be registered as F for that semester. Students who fail 
their Capstone can submit a rewrite no later than August 1st. The supervisor determines 
whether the students are allowed to rewrite their original thesis or must choose a 
different topic. If the rewrite is deemed sufficient the student receives a second grade for 
the Capstone in addition to a failing grade.  
The original supervisor is not required to oversee the rewrite. It is the responsibility of 
the student to find a supervisor who is willing to guide the student through the rewrite 
process. The supervisor and the student must also agree on the deadline when rewrite is 
due. This can be any time before August 1st. 
Students who fail their Capstone and/or submit an insufficient rewrite by August 1st will 
be formally enrolled for the next available Capstone course. The BoE approves any 
exceptions to this rule. The student must find a new supervisor if his previous supervisor 
cannot accept the student as supervisee and needs to submit a new supervisor form. 
 
3. Grading Criteria: The Capstone grading criteria are based on the student’s capacity 
for independent scholarly research, intellectual initiative, critical analysis, and academic 
writing. Upon submission of the proposal, the student will receive qualitative feedback, 
followed by pass/fail grade. The final thesis will be assessed according to the following 
criteria:  

a. Justification of research topic: The subject matter is identified; there is a clearly 
formulated research question; the research topic falls within the subject domain 
of the student’s Major; the connection of the research topic to existing debates is 
demonstrated; the wider societal importance and/or relevance is made clear. 

b. Research Design/Methodology: The research method is clearly justified, 
described, and replicable; the research structure is suitable to the topic/thesis; 
relevant qualitative and/or quantitative research methods are employed if 
required by the methodological approach; translation of theoretical insights into 
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own research/theoretical model is demonstrated. 
c. Evidence/Data/Literature: The evidence/data/literature collected are abundant, 

relevant, and adequately and correctly presented; appropriate scope and choice of 
literature studied; good understanding of source materials; evidence of critical 
engagement with key conceptual, theoretical, and/or empirical issues. 

d. Argument/Analysis:  The analysis and interpretation of the 
evidence/data/literature are accurate, reliable, comprehensive, and verifiable; the 
analysis and interpretation of the evidence/data/literature are of sufficient 
profundity; the argument is developed in a logical, critical, and coherent manner, 
and is based on presented evidence/data/literature; appropriate consideration of 
alternative views or counterarguments; conclusions are drawn based on the 
evidence/processed data in the context of the relevant theory, practice, and/or 
methodology; venues for further research are indicated. 

e. Structure/Style/Formatting:  The text has a logical and relevant structure, which 
supports the content; introduction, body, and conclusion are well-developed; 
style adheres to the conventions of academic prose; language used is correct 
(grammar, spelling) and clear (punctuation); use of typographic elements (bold, 
italic, spacing, etc.) is appropriate and consistent; no excessive reliance on 
quotation and/or paraphrasing, referencing complies with the applicable 
academic standards and formatting complies with the provided guidelines in 
Capstone Handbook. 

Each final thesis grading form is given a weight distribution to follow more closely disciplinary 
norms represented by each major: 

 
 Original Research Literature 

Review 

 BSc  BA: Social 
Sciences 

BA: 
Humanities 

BA/BSc 

Introduction/Justification 20% 20% 20% 25% 

Methodology/Research 
Design 

20% 20% 10% 10% 

Results/Evidence 20% 20% 20% 20% 

Argument/Theory 20% 20% 25% 25% 

Structure/Formatting 20% 20% 25% 20% 

 

XIII. CAPSTONE DEADLINES 
The timeline differs for Winter and Summer graduates. Please, note carefully the individual 
deadlines based on when you plan to graduate. The deadlines for this academic year are available 
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on the official Capstone website and on Blackboard. 

XIV. ETHICS IN CAPSTONE RESEARCH 
 

Human subjects research involves crucial ethical concerns. If a student wishes to collect data on 
human subjects via clinical and/or field experiments, survey, interview, focus group or 
observations, she must do so with specific attention to meeting ethical standards. Obtaining 
clearance for ethical issues in research may take some time and therefore, students should allow 
for extra time in their research planning. 
 
LUC has established an official ethics protocol for students and supervisors to adhere to in case 
their research includes human subjects, and most prominently vulnerable populations, such as: 

children,  
pregnant women,  
prisoners,  
refugees,  
cognitively impaired individuals,  
terminally ill,   
persons living with trauma; 
persons living with AIDS. 

 
There are number of available resources to help students navigate the ethics demands of human 
subjects research. All of these resources are published on the LUC’s Capstone website and 
Blackboard.  

 
a. Ethics Self-Assessment is a tool that offers students with an opportunity to find 

out whether their research should require ethics clearance.    
b. LUC’s Ethics Review Board (ERB) – is an official committee composed of 

faculty representatives from LUC’s majors to provide consultation, advice and 
clearance for human subjects research at LUC.  

c. Ethics workplan. Prior to starting their human subjects data collection, students 
should submit a research template outlining their plans to address ethics issues in 
their Capstone research. The ethics workplan should be submitted to the ERB 
(lucethicsboard@luc.leidenuniv.nl) for clearance. The deadlines in each academic 
year for Ethics workplan submissions are: 

i. June 1st 
ii. September 1st  
iii. November 1st  

 
Students may choose the deadline that best fits their research plan after the 
consultation with their supervisor.  

 
d. Sample Informed Consent form – Prior to data collection, subjects must be 

informed about how their privat information is being used. ERB has compiled a 
template informed consent form for students to use in their Capstone research. 
 

For more details, see the official LUC ethics guidelines or contact the LUC Ethics Board directly 
(lucethicsboard@luc.leidenuniv.nl) for specific inquiries. 
 

https://www.student.universiteitleiden.nl/en/study--studying/study/educational-information/thesis-and-paper-writing/governance-and-global-affairs/liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc?cf=governance-and-global-affairs&cd=liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc#tab-2
https://blackboard.leidenuniv.nl/
mailto:lucethicsboard@luc.leidenuniv.nl
https://www.student.universiteitleiden.nl/en/study--studying/study/educational-information/thesis-and-paper-writing/governance-and-global-affairs/liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc?cf=governance-and-global-affairs&cd=liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc#tab-2
mailto:lucethicsboard@luc.leidenuniv.nl
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XV. RESEARCH IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES 
 

Each country may have very specific rules about how research can be legally conducted. In 
addition, there may be real risks to students’ safety. If a student is considering pursuing a research 
in a foreign country, he must consult his supervisor about the feasibility of such a project. For 
additional details on the official protocol for students who wish to conduct research abroad, 
please, see LUC website and Regulations of Leiden University. 
 

XVI. AWARDS 
 

1. Thesis of Merit 

All theses that receive A or A+ will be automatically nominated for a Thesis of Merit. The 
number of awards per year is limited to 12. A faculty committee composed of judges 
representing each major assesses the quality of the scholarship of the nominated theses.  The 
Awards Committee will assess theses based on specific criteria. 
 
Criteria for Thesis of Merit 
Theses will be evaluated based on the degree to which high standards were met in all grading 
criteria judged by the Supervisor and according to all or some of the following six categories as 
judged by the awards committee. 
− Intellectual Contribution: Does the thesis significantly contribute to the body of knowledge 

in his/her field? 
− Interdisciplinary Contribution: how are the findings and implications relevant to other fields 

of knowledge? Is the linkage with other fields of knowledge explicit or implied? 
− Research Effort: What is the level of depth and sophistication of the research effort? Was 

the depth of analysis appropriate for the student’s training and the research question? 
What was involved in obtaining the research materials (primary, secondary, archival, 
etc…)? 

− Broader Impact: What is the societal relevance of the research? Did the student make 
explicit or implicit connections between his/her research findings and society? 

− Writing: Is the thesis well written? Was the use of academic English at an advanced level? 
Are there consistent and/or problematic errors of grammar or structure? Does the 
writing demonstrate coherence? 

− Presentation: Are figures, tables, graphics, and other illustrations clear? Were the thesis 
guidelines and formatting instructions closely followed? 

 

2. Brill Prize 

The Brill Prize is coordinated by the Brill-Nijhoff Writing Institute at LUC, and is awarded to a 
thesis that excels through its originality of approach and manner of presentation. 
 

XVII. Capstone Symposium 
The students will be given an opportunity to present their final Capstone research in an annual 
LUC research symposium. The research symposium will be accessible to all LUC students and 

https://www.student.universiteitleiden.nl/en/study--studying/studying-abroad/youre-going-what-to-arrange-now/health-and-safety/governance-and-global-affairs/liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc?cf=governance-and-global-affairs&cd=liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc
http://media.leidenuniv.nl/legacy/studeren-in-het-buitenland-engels.pdf
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faculty. Students writing their Capstone will be provided with a venue to discuss their research in 
a poster or in a panel format. 
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CAPSTONE FORMATTING AND SUBMISSION 
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I. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS  
 

1. All LUC theses must comply with standard general guidelines for the following: title page 
and prepages; font size and type; pagination of prepages, text, and appendices; 
numbering of sections, subsections, figures, and tables (see Section II); 

2. The proposal and thesis must be uploaded to Blackboard to be checked for plagiarism. 
Failure to do so by a student represents insufficient proposal and thesis and receives a 
failing grade; 

3. A bachelor thesis must be written in the student’s major.  

II. FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS 
All LUC’s final theses must abide by the following formatting requirements. 

1. Prepages 
− Title Page (see example below) 
− Abstract (limited to 350 words) 
− Table of Contents 
− List of Tables 
− List of Figures 
− List of Appendices 
− Acknowledgements 
− Main Text 

2. Dedication 
3. References (and Endnotes) 
4. Appendices 
5. Use a good bond paper, A4 size, with margins of 2.5 cm along all four sides 
6. Font and type: 12 point font size and a consistent font type throughout the thesis, 
7. Spacing: Double-space throughout thesis, except for longer quotations, formulae, tables, 

or footnotes, 
8. Citation and reference style: consistently follow a premier scholarly journal in the field of 

specialty, 
9. Pagination and numbering: use small Roman numerals (ii, iii, etc.) for all prepages after the 

Title Page (which is not numbered). Use either Roman or Arabic numerals for the Main 
Text, Dedication, and References. Appendices are numbered according to A, B, C, … (ex: 
A1, A2, A3; B1, B2; C…). Within the main text, chapters should be consecutively 
numbered (Arabic or Roman). Sections, subsections, figures, and tables should be 
consecutively numbered. 

III. CAPSTONE SUBMISSION 
The final Capstone thesis must be submitted in 2 copies: 

1. A bound hard copy of the thesis is required to be submitted to LUC’ s Capstone 
administrator or Info Desk at LUC. 

2 .  An electronic version (pdf) of the Final Thesis must be uploaded in Turnitin on 
Blackboard. The supervisor and the reader grade the electronic version of the final 
Capstone thesis. Any discrepancies between the bound hard copy and the digital version 
of the Capstone will result in the referral to the Board of Examiners for violating Leiden 
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University Code of Conduct on Plagiarism as described in the LUC Student Handbook 
and may result in a failing grade for the final Capstone thesis.  
 

IV. USE OF PRIOR MATERIALS AND EFFORTS 
It is permissible to utilize materials from prior courses or academically enriching experiences, 
such as an internship. Such efforts, however, are expected to represent the initial or supporting 
ideas of the Capstone rather than a finished section of the Capstone. Students who wish to 
utilize written work from prior courses or experiences must receive permission from their 
Capstone supervisor.  

V. PLAGIARISM 
Plagiarism is a direct violation of the internationally recognized rules of academic integrity and is 
therefore not acceptable. These rules are in detail described in the LUC Academic Honor Code. 
Materials from prior courses or efforts are allowed to be integrated into the Capstone, but 
students should be careful to avoid self-plagiarism. It is not acceptable to directly copy and 
paste text from a prior paper. The proposal and the final thesis must be uploaded to Blackboard 
to be checked with plagiarism software.   

http://media.leidenuniv.nl/legacy/luc-the-hague---student-handbook-2016-2017-updated-1-september-2016.pdf
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VI. RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR CAPSTONE PROPOSAL 
 
Completion of the Capstone Proposal is an essential step in the Capstone process. Importantly, 
a good proposal prepares the researcher for the forthcoming activities and outlines the task 
ahead. The proposal serves as an assurance that the supervisor and student share the same 
expectations from the standpoint of the research goals, timeline, and workload. The proposal, 
however, is a work in progress and deviations from the proposal in the final thesis may occur. 
This is a common practice in larger research projects and does not need to pose major concern. 
If the student has additional concerns, she/he should discuss these issues with their supervisor.  

Please note that the content specifics and the structure may differ across LUC’s major and 
supervisors may change these guidelines to more closely reflect disciplinary norms. Students are 
also encouraged to consult the specific guidelines for their respective major on LUC’s Capstone 
website.  

The supervisor determines the exact word count based on the disciplinary conventions. 
 
Format of the Proposal:  
 

1. Title Page 
A good title is important because it creates the first impression to the audience. The title 
should be a brief, clear statement of the subject of the research. Highly technical words 
should be avoided where possible. 
 
The title page should include: 

− Title 
− Submitted by: (with affiliation) 
− Submitted to: (with affiliation) 
− Date of submission 

 
2. Introduction 

This section articulates a research question, outlines the argument and establishes the project 
significance. In many ways this is the most important part of the proposal. If you fail to 
convince the audience of the importance of your research at the very beginning of the proposal 
it is unlikely that you will receive permission to proceed.  
 

3. Literature review 
Here you must clearly articulate your knowledge of the field by developing a case for your 
study supported with the pertinent literature. More importantly, you are building on the 
rationale for your project, supported by the current state of knowledge on the topic (i.e., 
literature). The literature review should expand upon the problem in greater depth with a 
thorough and concise review of related research. It should compactly synthesize previous work 
(perhaps even a table or figure). A synthesis of the literature is not a blow-by-blow account of 
what each previous research accomplished. Rather, it combines results of different studies 
into a single idea. This can be articulated by making (bold) statements about the status of 
knowledge, which is subsequently supported by statements that cite the key references. A 
good literature review addresses debates relative to the research problem. Here it can be 

https://www.student.universiteitleiden.nl/en/study--studying/study/educational-information/thesis-and-paper-writing/governance-and-global-affairs/liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc?cf=governance-and-global-affairs&cd=liberal-arts-a
https://www.student.universiteitleiden.nl/en/study--studying/study/educational-information/thesis-and-paper-writing/governance-and-global-affairs/liberal-arts-and-sciences-global-challenges-ba-bsc?cf=governance-and-global-affairs&cd=liberal-arts-a
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helpful to justify why you affiliate with one side of the debate. A good literature review should 
include “key” classic (benchmark) references and also the current citations. 

 
4. Outline of a Research Design 

This section should contain outline of the argument clearly tied to the research question, and 
hypotheses derived from the argument. Students should also discuss the proposed 
methodological approach (even if they have not yet conducted their research), including the 
type of data collection planned, techniques to analyze the data (qualitative or quantitative), and 
the limitations to the proposed research design.  

 
5. Ethical issues (if primary data collection on human subjects included) 

Students who wish engage in primary data collection on human subjects must include a section 
on how they have addressed ethical concerns in their research, including consultation and/or 
clearance of LUC’ s Ethics Review Board , data privacy issues etc. For more details, please, see 
section VI Capstone guidelines.  

6. Setting (optional… if location dependent) 
Student should identify the location of field research and characterize the physical and/or 
human setting (demographics, geology, climate, flora, culture region, etc…). In this section 
students must briefly discuss whether the student obtained the required clearance from their 
supervisor regarding conducting Capstone research abroad. Please, refer to section VII of 
Capstone guidelines for additional details. 
 

7. Budget (optional) 
Include itemized amount and brief justification for specific expenses. Specific items might 
include equipment, supplies (field, university), travel (train travel to an archive or research 
center, food, lodging, etc…), and laboratory expenses (including contract work). 
 

8. Timeline 
Include a proposed timeline for the research activities included in section 2-4.  
 

8. References 
All references cited should be complete, and the referencing style should consistently 
conform to one selected referencing style. Students should consult with their supervisor for 
advice on the preferred referencing style in their Capstone project. 
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VII. RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR FINAL THESIS* 
 
* THE SUPERVISOR MAY MODIFY THE THESIS STRUCTURE AND WORD COUNT 
TO ACCOMMODATE DISCIPLINARY CONVENTIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO 
CONSULT THEIR SUPERVISORS FOR MORE SPECIFIC MAJOR GUIDELINES.  
 

1. Abstract (Project Summary): 
A succinct (350 word max) narrative of the overall research project, including research 
question, methodological approaches, findings, and main conclusions. 
 

2. Introduction:  
The scope of the research topic is defined, including a clearly stated research question and a case 
for the research is presented (rationale). The introduction should also contain the 
outl ine of the main argument and a brief summary of the main findings. The 
introduction should be presented in a format that is readable to a non-specialist. 
 

3. Literature Review (Previous Research): 
The research question is approached from a careful synthesis and critique of the pertinent 
literature within the field of specialty. 
 

4. Argument and Methodological Approach: 
Articulate a detailed argument/ theory you examine in the Capstone project and a corresponding 
set of hypotheses. If applicable identify the relevant data collection (qualitative or quantitative) 
that you have used to answer your research question, provide the justification of your location or 
case selection. Lastly, the discussion should also include the techniques and methods that you 
utilized to analyze the data or develop theoretical argument. 
 

5. Results (Findings): 
A succinct characterization of the findings derived either from the theoretical discussion, 
extensive literature review, or data analysis (qualitative or quantitative).  
 

6.  Discussion (Analysis): 
The results are related back to the  literature in  the  specialty, particularly to the theoretical 
debates. How did the findings support or conflict with previously held tenets? The chapter may 
conclude by considering the broader relevance of the research findings (beyond their specialty), 
such as societal, environmental, management, or other interdisciplinary implications. What are 
the possible limitations to the study, approach, and results? 
 

7. Conclusions and Future Research: 
A succinct overview of the important findings as supported by the data and analysis. The study 
should conclude by noting future research directions or questions that were elucidated through 
the research efforts. 
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CAPSTONE CHECKLIST: 
 
 I submitted a signed supervisor form. 

 I have applied for an ethics clearance for human subjects research (if applicable). 

 I have submitted a Capstone proposal on Blackboard, 

 I have followed a Capstone thesis formatting requirements. 

 I have consulted additional guidelines for Capstones in my own major. 

 I have submitted a final Capstone thesis on Blackboard. 

 I have submitted a final Capstone thesis as a hard copy to a Capstone administrator 

 I have submitted a final Capstone thesis as a hard copy to a Capstone supervisor.  
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CAPSTONE FORMS 
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Capstone Supervisor Form 

 

The Capstone thesis supervisor form must be completed prior to a student beginning their thesis 
project, and must be submitted to the Capstone Administrator (capstone@luc.leidenuniv.nl).
 
 

Student Information 
Student name: _________________________________________________________________ 
Student ID#: __________________________________________________________________ 
Major:   
Tentative title of thesis: 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Supervisor Information 
Name: _______________________________________________________________________ 
University and Program: 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
E-mail: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Phone: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Supervisor signature: ____________________________________  Date: ___________________ 
 
Capstone Coordinator signature:  ___________________________ Date: ___________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

zichal
Cross-Out
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External Capstone Supervisor 
Leiden University College The Hague 

 

Role of Capstone Supervisor at LUC 

The role of the LUC Capstone supervisor is to guide the student through the entire spectrum of the 
thesis experience; from inception of research question to providing comments on the thesis. The 
thesis supervisor has an important role in the student’s curriculum, and represents an essential 
academic mentor as the student transitions from undergraduate study to graduate research or 
employment. Further details on the  role of Capstone supervisor and reader, general purpose of 
Capstone, and practical issues and deadlines are listed in detail in the Capstone Handbook.   

Supervisors and students meet at minimum four times. Although the nature of thesis topics will 
vary, the schedule of meetings should occur such that the following categories provide the general 
purpose of the meeting. 

− pre-proposal and research design (mid to late autumn),  
− post-proposal and research activities and thesis writing (early February), 
− update on thesis, such as review of thesis outline and literature review (March), 
− feedback and critique of first draft of thesis (mid to late April), 

Supervisor responsibilities also include: 

− Providing direction for the identification and definition of a suitable thesis topic, 
− Providing written guidance, suggestions and critique of the research proposal, 
− Providing timely assessment and qualitative feedback on and grading of the research 

proposal, 
− Providing guidance and suggestions in carrying out the research activities and analyses, 

whether qualitative or quantitative, such that the student is prepared to conduct the study, 
− Confirming that all thesis requirements have been met and that the originality of the thesis 

has been validated through the SafeAssign software (plagiarism check on Blackboard), 
− Conferring with the reader in regards to the final thesis grade, 
− Submitting timely assessment of the final thesis to the Capstone Coordinator by June 1st.  

 

Supervisor Remuneration 

All external Capstone supervisors are remunerated in accordance with the relevant agreement. For 
details on remuneration, please, contact the Managing Director or the Capstone coordinator 
at capstone@luc.leidenuniv.nl.   

 

 

mailto:capstone@luc.leidenuniv.nl
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External Capstone Supervisor Form 

 

The Capstone thesis supervisor form must be completed prior to a student beginning their thesis 
project, and must be submitted to the Capstone Administrator (capstone@luc.leidenuniv.nl). 
 
 

Student Information 
Student name: _________________________________________________________________ 
Student ID#: __________________________________________________________________ 
Major:  
Tentative title of thesis: 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Supervisor Information 
Name: _______________________________________________________________________ 
University and Program: 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
E-mail: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Phone: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Supervisor signature: ____________________________________  Date: ___________________ 
 
Capstone Coordinator signature:  ___________________________ Date: ___________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Leiden University College The Hague

Capstone Grading Form: BSc original research

Student name: Student ID: Student Major: Select

Supervisor: Reader:

Capstone title:

Grade: 

Grade: 

Grade: 

Grade: 

Comments:

Argument / analysis 

Research design / methodology 

Comments:

Evidence / data / literature 
The evidence/data/literature collected are abundant, relevant, and adequately and correctly presented; appropriate scope and choice of  
literature studied; good understanding of  source materials; evidence of  critical engagement with key conceptual, theoretical, and/or empirical 
issues.

The subject matter is identified; there is a clearly formulated research question; the research topic falls within the subject domain of  the 
student’s Major; the connection of  the research topic to existing debates is demonstrated; the wider societal importance and/or relevance is 
made clear.

The research method is clearly justified, described, and replicable; the research structure is suitable to the topic/thesis; relevant qualitative 
and/or quantitative research methods are employed, and if  applicable the thesis meets ethical standards.

Justification research topic

Comments:



Grade: 

Comments:

Structure/style/formatting

Comments:

Additional Comments:

Comments by Reader:

The analysis and interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are accurate, reliable, comprehensive, and verifiable; the analysis and 
interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are of  sufficient profundity; the argument is developed logically, critical, coherent, and based on 
the presented evidence/data/literature; appropriate consideration of  alternative views or counterarguments; conclusions are drawn based on 
the evidence/processed data in the context of  the relevant theory, practice, and/or methodology; venues for further research are indicated.

The text has a logical and relevant structure, which supports the content; introduction, body, and conclusion are well-developed, style adheres 
to the conventions of  academic prose; language used is correct (grammar, spelling) and clear (punctuation); use of  typographic elements (bold, 
italic, spacing, etc.) is appropriate and consistent; no excessive reliance on quotation and/or paraphrasing, referencing complies with the 
applicable academic standards and  formatting complies with the provided guidelines in Capstone Handbook. 



Reader name: 

Date: Signature:

Supervisor 
name: 
Date: Signature:

Capstone 
Coordinator: 
Date: Signature:

HD

IJ

WP

GED

GPH

EES

Global Public Health

Energy, Environment, and Sustainability

Majors

Human Diversity

International Justice

World Politics

Governance, Economics, and Development

BA/Social sciences

BA/BSc Literature review

BA/ Humanities

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.  

Student summarizes and synthesizes existing research from secondary sources, develops 
new insights and interpretation.

BSc original research/metanalysis Student presents original argument, conducts original analysis of  existing data and/or 
newly collected data. 

Capstone Types: 

FINAL CAPSTONE GRADE:



Leiden University College The Hague

Capstone Grading Form: BA/Humanities

Student name: Student ID: Student Major: Select

Supervisor: Reader:

Capstone title:

Grade: 

Grade: 

Grade: 

Grade: 

Comments:

Argument / analysis 

The subject matter is identified; there is a clearly formulated research question; the research topic falls within the subject domain of  the 
student’s Major; the connection of  the research topic to existing debates is demonstrated; the wider societal importance and/or relevance is 
made clear.

The research method is clearly justified, described, and replicable; the research structure is suitable to the topic/thesis; relevant qualitative 
and/or quantitative research methods are employed, and if  applicable the thesis meets ethical standards.

Justification research topic

Comments:

Research design / methodology 

Comments:

Evidence / data / literature 
The evidence/data/literature collected are abundant, relevant, and adequately and correctly presented; appropriate scope and choice of  
literature studied; good understanding of  source materials; evidence of  critical engagement with key conceptual, theoretical, and/or empirical 
issues.



Grade: 

Comments:

Structure/style/formatting

Comments:

Comments by Reader:

Additional Comments:

The analysis and interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are accurate, reliable, comprehensive, and verifiable; the analysis and 
interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are of  sufficient profundity; the argument is developed logically, critical, coherent, and based on 
the presented evidence/data/literature; appropriate consideration of  alternative views or counterarguments; conclusions are drawn based on 
the evidence/processed data in the context of  the relevant theory, practice, and/or methodology; venues for further research are indicated.

The text has a logical and relevant structure, which supports the content; introduction, body, and conclusion are well-developed, style adheres 
to the conventions of  academic prose; language used is correct (grammar, spelling) and clear (punctuation); use of  typographic elements (bold, 
italic, spacing, etc.) is appropriate and consistent; no excessive reliance on quotation and/or paraphrasing, referencing complies with the 
applicable academic standards and  formatting complies with the provided guidelines in Capstone Handbook. 



Reader name: 

Date: Signature:

Supervisor 
name: 

Date: Signature:

Capstone 
Coordinator: 

Date: Signature:

HD
IJ
WP
GED
GPH
EES

Global Public Health
Energy, Environment, and Sustainability

Majors
Human Diversity
International Justice
World Politics
Governance, Economics, and Development

BA/Social sciences

BA/BSc Literature review

BA/ Humanities

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.  

Student summarizes and synthesizes existing research from secondary sources, develops 
new insights and interpretation.

BSc original research/metanalysis Student presents original argument, conducts original analysis of  existing data and/or 
newly collected data. 

Capstone Types: 

FINAL CAPSTONE GRADE:



Leiden University College The Hague

Capstone Grading Form: BA/BSc Literature review

Student name: Student ID: Student Major: Select

Supervisor: Reader:

Capstone title:

Grade: A

Grade: A

Grade: A

Grade: A

Comments:

Argument / analysis 

Research design / methodology 

Comments:

Evidence / data / literature 

The subject matter is identified; there is a clearly formulated research question; the research topic falls within the subject domain of  the 
student’s Major; the connection of  the research topic to existing debates is demonstrated; the wider societal importance and/or relevance is 
made clear.

The research method is clearly justified, described, and replicable; the research structure is suitable to the topic/thesis; relevant qualitative 
and/or quantitative research methods are employed, and if  applicable the thesis meets ethical standards.

Justification research topic

Comments:

The evidence/data/literature collected are abundant, relevant, and adequately and correctly presented; appropriate scope and choice of  
literature studied; good understanding of  source materials; evidence of  critical engagement with key conceptual, theoretical, and/or empirical 
issues.



Grade: A

Comments:

Structure/style/formatting

Comments:

Additional Comments:

The analysis and interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are accurate, reliable, comprehensive, and verifiable; the analysis and 
interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are of  sufficient profundity; the argument is developed logically, critical, coherent, and based on 
the presented evidence/data/literature; appropriate consideration of  alternative views or counterarguments; conclusions are drawn based on 
the evidence/processed data in the context of  the relevant theory, practice, and/or methodology; venues for further research are indicated.

The text has a logical and relevant structure, which supports the content; introduction, body, and conclusion are well-developed, style adheres 
to the conventions of  academic prose; language used is correct (grammar, spelling) and clear (punctuation); use of  typographic elements (bold, 
italic, spacing, etc.) is appropriate and consistent; no excessive reliance on quotation and/or paraphrasing, referencing complies with the 
applicable academic standards and  formatting complies with the provided guidelines in Capstone Handbook. 

Comments by Reader:



A+

Reader name: 

Date: Signature:

Supervisor 
name: 
Date: Signature:

Capstone 
Coordinator: 
Date: Signature:

HD

IJ

WP

GED

GPH

EES

Global Public Health

Energy, Environment, and Sustainability

Majors

Human Diversity

International Justice

World Politics

Governance, Economics, and Development

BA/Social sciences

BA/BSc Literature review

BA/ Humanities

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.  

Student summarizes and synthesizes existing research from secondary sources, develops 
new insights and interpretation.

BSc original research/metanalysis Student presents original argument, conducts original analysis of  existing data and/or 
newly collected data. 

Capstone Types: 

FINAL CAPSTONE GRADE:



Leiden University College The Hague

Capstone Grading Form: BA/Social Sciences

Student name: Student ID: Student Major: Select

Supervisor: Reader:

Capstone title:

Grade: 

Grade: 

Grade: 

Grade: 

The evidence/data/literature collected are abundant, relevant, and adequately and correctly presented; appropriate scope and choice of  
literature studied; good understanding of  source materials; evidence of  critical engagement with key conceptual, theoretical, and/or empirical 
issues.

Evidence / data / literature 

Comments:

Argument / analysis 

The subject matter is identified; there is a clearly formulated research question; the research topic falls within the subject domain of  the 
student’s Major; the connection of  the research topic to existing debates is demonstrated; the wider societal importance and/or relevance is 
made clear.

The research method is clearly justified, described, and replicable; the research structure is suitable to the topic/thesis; relevant qualitative 
and/or quantitative research methods are employed, and if  applicable the thesis meets ethical standards.

Justification research topic

Comments:

Research design / methodology 

Comments:



Grade: 

The analysis and interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are accurate, reliable, comprehensive, and verifiable; the analysis and 
interpretation of  the evidence/data/literature are of  sufficient profundity; the argument is developed logically, critical, coherent, and based on 
the presented evidence/data/literature; appropriate consideration of  alternative views or counterarguments; conclusions are drawn based on 
the evidence/processed data in the context of  the relevant theory, practice, and/or methodology; venues for further research are indicated.

The text has a logical and relevant structure, which supports the content; introduction, body, and conclusion are well-developed, style adheres 
to the conventions of  academic prose; language used is correct (grammar, spelling) and clear (punctuation); use of  typographic elements (bold, 
italic, spacing, etc.) is appropriate and consistent; no excessive reliance on quotation and/or paraphrasing, referencing complies with the 
applicable academic standards and  formatting complies with the provided guidelines in Capstone Handbook. 

Comments by Reader:

Additional Comments:

Comments:

Structure/style/formatting

Comments:



Reader name: 

Date: Signature:

Supervisor 
name: 
Date: Signature:

Capstone 
Coordinator: 
Date: Signature:

HD

IJ

WP

GED

GPH

EES

BA/Social sciences

BA/BSc Literature review

BA/ Humanities

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.

Student develops an original argument supprted by qualitative evidence or illustrative 
narrative.  

Student summarizes and synthesizes existing research from secondary sources, develops 
new insights and interpretation.

BSc original research/metanalysis Student presents original argument, conducts original analysis of  existing data and/or 
newly collected data. 

Capstone Types: 

FINAL CAPSTONE GRADE:

Energy, Environment, and Sustainability

Majors

Human diversity

International Justice

World Politics

Governance, Economics, and Development

Global Public Health
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	I. INTRODUCTION
	The goal of the LUC Capstone (Bachelor Thesis) is for students to complete an independent research project within the student’s major. The Capstone draws on each student’s unique curriculum and range of scholarly experiences encountered while at LUC. The Capstone (bachelor thesis) is a product of specialized research that serves to prepare LUC students for competitive graduate programs or employment in government or industry. A supervisor oversees the research and writing process. In the final stage of the Capstone process, a reader is appointed for each thesis by the Capstone coordinator. Bachelor theses at LUC are theoretically or conceptually motivated and exhibit high levels of creativity, rigorous enquiry, and professional production. Students may develop an individual thesis topic or work on a larger project in small groups coordinated by their supervisor. If the latter approach is adopted each student is required to develop and produce a distinct thesis. The thesis is completed during a required Capstone course (10 ECT) that all students enroll in during their final semester at LUC. 
	146BThe goal of the LUC Capstone (Bachelor Thesis) is for students to complete an independent research project within the student’s major. The Capstone draws on each student’s unique curriculum and range of scholarly experiences encountered while at L...
	II. LEARNING OUTCOMES
	After successful completion of their LUC Capstone, students will have learned how to:
	- articulate a manageable/feasible research question for a large research project. The art of being able to specify and narrow down a topic for a research project is one even seasoned researchers struggle with. The main challenge is to find a constructive middle ground between ambition and feasibility. The discovery of such a middle ground relies on the ability to recognize that some questions are best dealt through multiple subprojects separately. With the mentorship of Capstone supervisors, the Capstone project, offers a unique opportunity for students to grapple with these issues and learn how to settle on the best outcome.
	- determine and execute the most suitable design for a research question.  Every research question can be approached via multiple research designs. Part of the Capstone process is to teach students how to confidently select such a research design in a large scale project.  Such research design typically includes articulating an argument, hypotheses, and selecting appropriate methodological approach in line with the overarching research question. However, research is ultimately evolving as new challenges and obstacles present themselves throughout the process. Thus, students will also learn how to recognize when the original direction requires an adjustment and re-thinking to continue and/or improve their original idea. 
	- deliver a finalized research project. Without effective communication, ideas alone possess very little value. Thus, the students will learn how to present their findings by clearly structuring their thesis, selecting helpful graphical visualization, and including properly formatted tables and figures. Furthermore, clear, concise writing and careful final editing is also one of the most crucial aspects of the research process. It is common, however, that the final stage of the research process poses the biggest challenge. At this point, a researcher may simply become too close to the subject and as deadline looms getting a distance is not an option. With the assistance of their supervisor and the LUC’s writing center, the students will learn how to deal with such challenges and further hone their writing skills to best present their ideas to the world. 
	In addition to the specific learning outcomes, students will also have the opportunity to improve crucial soft skills. 
	 time management skills. Any long-term projects require perseverance and organization. Perseverance is to help overcome setbacks that are an inevitable part of conducting a large-scale research. Students will learn how to set up their own internal deadlines (in addition to the external deadlines), how to deal with writer’s block, how to cope with situations when their data cannot be collected etc. Much of these skills require excellent organization and discipline. The Capstone project is also an excellent opportunity for students to fine-tune their unique learning and working style.
	 collaboration skills. Much of the success of research depends on the ability to communicate with co-authors, supervisors or institutions. In their Capstone research, students will learn how to successfully communicate with their supervisor. In every research project, the relationship between supervisor and supervisee takes a different form. Students have a great opportunity to learn how to communicate under these varied styles of supervision to accomplish their research goal. Communication skills do not rest in the ability to make a request but rather in being able to find a common ground that enables one to pursue goals. Such skills include managing one’s own expectations, diligent correspondence with the supervisor, scheduling and upholding appointments with supervisors, independent initiative, resolving conflicting visions for a research project, or simply addressing occasional misunderstandings. Students are expected to demonstrate own agency in pursuit of their Capstone research. 
	III. CAPSTONE COMPONENTS
	The final Capstone comprises two components:
	1. Research Proposal
	The research proposal demonstrates that students have made sufficient progress identifying their Capstone topic, show familiarity with the most up-to-date research for their selected topic, and suggest a preliminary methodological approach to their topic. As with larger research projects, the final thesis is likely to deviate from the proposal to various degrees. Thus, the proposal is assessed as work in progress.  The proposal is graded pass/fail.
	2. Final Thesis: 
	The final thesis is graded with a letter grade. The supervisor and the assigned reader determine the grade by consensus. The specific assessment categories are detailed in section XII. 
	IV. TYPES OF CAPSTONE THESES
	The supervisor determines the type of Capstone thesis based on the discussion with his/her supervisee. Students may conduct:
	1. Original research, such as primary data project, original theoretical work, or illustrative narrative;
	2. Critical literature review, which synthesizes secondary sources to generate new insights about the status of a specific research question in the existing academic research.  
	V. CAPSTONE SUPERVISOR
	1. The Selection of a Supervisor. The Capstone supervisor may be a university academic staff member from within LUC.  Students may also request external supervisor from Leiden University, other Dutch universities, or institutions, which employ academic (research oriented) staff. However, such a request must be formally submitted to and approved by the Capstone coordinator (see external supervisor form in Guidelines for Capstone). 
	Students should begin identifying possible supervisors early in the Capstone process. Students are encouraged to work with potential supervisors listed in the database available on the general Capstone Blackboard site. Students must submit their signed supervisor form online.  
	2. The Role of a Supervisor. The role of the Capstone supervisor is to guide the student through the entire thesis experience; from the inception of the research question to providing comments on the final thesis. The supervisor is a first point of contact for the student throughout the entire Capstone process. Each supervisor has a different style of working with the student and may set different expectations. Such a diversity of supervision styles simulates conditions students are likely to encounter in their research activities after completing their studies at LUC.
	Supervisors and students meet a minimum of four times. Although the nature of thesis topics will vary, the schedule of meetings should occur such that the following categories provide the general purpose of the meeting.
	1. Pre-proposal meeting to outline the research question;
	2. Post-proposal meeting to provide detailed feedback on the research plan;
	3. Progress meeting to update feedback on the draft of the thesis; 
	4. Pre-submission meeting to offer final feedback and critique of the submission draft of the final thesis.
	Supervisor responsibilities also include:
	 Providing direction for the identification and definition of a suitable thesis topic,
	 18BProviding direction for the identification and definition of a suitable thesis topic,
	 Providing guidance and suggestions in carrying out the research activities and analyses, whether qualitative or quantitative, such that the student is prepared to conduct the study,
	 Providing qualitative feedback on and grading of the research proposal,
	 Confirming that all thesis requirements have been met and that the originality of the thesis has been validated through the Turnitin software (plagiarism check on Blackboard),
	 Conferring with the reader in regards to the final thesis grade,
	 Submitting an assessment of the final thesis to the Capstone Coordinator.
	VI. CAPSTONE READER
	1. The Selection of a Reader. The Capstone coordinator independently appoints a reader no later than the deadline of final thesis submission. The reader must be a university academic staff member from within LUC. 
	2. The Role of a Reader. The role of the reader is to provide an assessment of the final thesis to the student’s thesis supervisor, and to deliberate on the final thesis grade. The reader should do so independently without the input of the supervisor first and confer with the supervisor to determine the grade later. The reader is anonymous during the grading period. The name of the reader will be released on the grade form the student receives. 
	Understanding that the reader need not be a specialist within the thesis topic or may come from a different field, the reader’s assessment should be sensitive to the discipline specific standards and norms in a professional manner in line with the interdisciplinary nature of LUC. 
	The reader’s primary responsibility is: 
	 to check whether the thesis fulfills the official structural and stylistic requirements of the Capstone thesis as listed in the Guidelines for Capstones;
	 confer with the supervisor about the final thesis grade;
	 submit written qualitative feedback along with supervisor’s comments, substantiating the grade.. 
	VII. CAPSTONE ENROLLMENT
	Students must have 120ECs at the beginning of the fifth semester to be automatically enrolled.  
	Exceptions may be granted in the following scenarios:
	1. Students have less than 120ECs at the beginning of their fifth semester. In order to be enrolled in the Capstone course the student must obtain an official approval from the Study Advisor who informs the Capstone coordinator. 
	2. Students have 120ECs or more but want to graduate later. In order to be dis-enrolled from the Capstone course, the student must have an Extended Study Plan approved by the Study Advisor who informs the Capstone coordinator.
	VIII. SUPERVISOR FORM
	All students must submit a supervisor form signed by their supervisor. The students who fail to submit their supervisor forms cannot receive any grades and feedback on their proposal or final Capstone thesis.
	IX. WITHDRAWAL FROM CAPSTONE
	A student who wishes to withdraw after automatic enrollment from the Capstone course with other reasons than those specified in section VII must do so officially by submitting the official request form for Course Withdrawal to the Board of Examiners (...
	X. DEADLINE EXTENSIONS
	In the process of writing the proposal or the final thesis, a student may apply for extensions due to extenuating circumstances by writing an email with supporting documentation to the supervisor. After the supervisor, in consultation with the Capstone coordinator, decides on the student’s request. It is crucial for students to make the request before the deadline if they wish to ask for an extension. Any request after the deadline will not be accepted.
	XI. EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
	Extenuating circumstances are generally defined as: 
	i) a documented health problem, 
	ii) a severe family crisis,
	iii) or a unique or extreme academic issue. 
	The normal workload associated with a student’s course of study (scheduled exams, essays, assignments, etc…) or typical research delays, or computer problems are not considered grounds for an extension.  For more exhaustive list of extenuating circumstances, please, consult the LUC Student Handbook.
	XII. GRADING
	The Capstone should represent an original and coherent treatment of the topic being investigated. 
	1. Research proposal. The proposal is graded pass/fail.  The Capstone supervisor determines the grade. Students must have a passing grade on the proposal to proceed with writing the final Capstone thesis. If a student submits his/her proposal more than 7 days after the deadline, the proposal automatically receives a failing grade.
	Research Proposal Rewrite: Students are eligible to re-write the proposal only if they receive a failing grade on their first proposal. The proposal rewrite must be submitted no later than 30 days after submitting the first proposal. If such a proposal is still deemed insufficient, the student cannot proceed with the Capstone course and must re-enroll in the next semester. The student receives a failing grade for the Capstone.  
	2. Final thesis. The supervisor and reader independently review the final thesis and determine the final thesis grade by consensus. If the supervisor and reader do not agree on the final thesis grade, the Capstone Coordinator will consult and mediate the dispute to help achieve consensus. If consensus cannot be reached, the Board of Examiners will appoint a second reader. The final grade will then be an arithmetic average of all three grades.  Late submission of the final thesis is penalized by a letter grade deduction from the final grade per day after the deadline. 
	Final Thesis Rewrite: If the student does not finish, or submits an inadequate final Capstone thesis, his/her grade will be registered as F for that semester. Students who fail their Capstone can submit a rewrite no later than August 1st. The supervisor determines whether the students are allowed to rewrite their original thesis or must choose a different topic. If the rewrite is deemed sufficient the student receives a second grade for the Capstone in addition to a failing grade. 
	The original supervisor is not required to oversee the rewrite. It is the responsibility of the student to find a supervisor who is willing to guide the student through the rewrite process. The supervisor and the student must also agree on the deadline when rewrite is due. This can be any time before August 1st.
	Students who fail their Capstone and/or submit an insufficient rewrite by August 1st will be formally enrolled for the next available Capstone course. The BoE approves any exceptions to this rule. The student must find a new supervisor if his previous supervisor cannot accept the student as supervisee and needs to submit a new supervisor form.
	3. Grading Criteria: The Capstone grading criteria are based on the student’s capacity for independent scholarly research, intellectual initiative, critical analysis, and academic writing. Upon submission of the proposal, the student will receive qualitative feedback, followed by pass/fail grade. The final thesis will be assessed according to the following criteria: 
	a. Justification of research topic: The subject matter is identified; there is a clearly formulated research question; the research topic falls within the subject domain of the student’s Major; the connection of the research topic to existing debates is demonstrated; the wider societal importance and/or relevance is made clear.
	b. Research Design/Methodology: The research method is clearly justified, described, and replicable; the research structure is suitable to the topic/thesis; relevant qualitative and/or quantitative research methods are employed if required by the methodological approach; translation of theoretical insights into own research/theoretical model is demonstrated.
	c. Evidence/Data/Literature: The evidence/data/literature collected are abundant, relevant, and adequately and correctly presented; appropriate scope and choice of literature studied; good understanding of source materials; evidence of critical engagement with key conceptual, theoretical, and/or empirical issues.
	d. Argument/Analysis:  The analysis and interpretation of the evidence/data/literature are accurate, reliable, comprehensive, and verifiable; the analysis and interpretation of the evidence/data/literature are of sufficient profundity; the argument is developed in a logical, critical, and coherent manner, and is based on presented evidence/data/literature; appropriate consideration of alternative views or counterarguments; conclusions are drawn based on the evidence/processed data in the context of the relevant theory, practice, and/or methodology; venues for further research are indicated.
	e. Structure/Style/Formatting:  The text has a logical and relevant structure, which supports the content; introduction, body, and conclusion are well-developed; style adheres to the conventions of academic prose; language used is correct (grammar, spelling) and clear (punctuation); use of typographic elements (bold, italic, spacing, etc.) is appropriate and consistent; no excessive reliance on quotation and/or paraphrasing, referencing complies with the applicable academic standards and formatting complies with the provided guidelines in Capstone Handbook.
	Each final thesis grading form is given a weight distribution to follow more closely disciplinary norms represented by each major:
	Literature Review
	Original Research
	BA/BSc
	BA: Humanities
	BA: Social Sciences
	BSc 
	25%
	20%
	20%
	20%
	Introduction/Justification
	10%
	10%
	20%
	20%
	Methodology/Research Design
	20%
	20%
	20%
	20%
	Results/Evidence
	25%
	25%
	20%
	20%
	Argument/Theory
	20%
	25%
	20%
	20%
	Structure/Formatting
	XIII. CAPSTONE DEADLINES
	The timeline differs for Winter and Summer graduates. Please, note carefully the individual deadlines based on when you plan to graduate. The deadlines for this academic year are available on the official Capstone website and on Blackboard.
	162BThe timeline differs for Winter and Summer graduates. Please, note carefully the individual deadlines based on when you plan to graduate. The deadlines for this academic year are available on the official Capstone website and on Blackboard.
	XIV. ETHICS IN CAPSTONE RESEARCH
	Human subjects research involves crucial ethical concerns. If a student wishes to collect data on human subjects via clinical and/or field experiments, survey, interview, focus group or observations, she must do so with specific attention to meeting ethical standards. Obtaining clearance for ethical issues in research may take some time and therefore, students should allow for extra time in their research planning.
	163BHuman subjects research involves crucial ethical concerns. If a student wishes to collect data on human subjects via clinical and/or field experiments, survey, interview, focus group or observations, she must do so with specific attention to meeti...
	LUC has established an official ethics protocol for students and supervisors to adhere to in case their research includes human subjects, and most prominently vulnerable populations, such as:
	164BLUC has established an official ethics protocol for students and supervisors to adhere to in case their research includes human subjects, and most prominently vulnerable populations, such as:
	children, 
	78Bchildren,
	pregnant women, 
	79Bpregnant women,
	prisoners, 
	80Bprisoners,
	refugees, 
	81Brefugees,
	cognitively impaired individuals, 
	82Bcognitively impaired individuals,
	terminally ill,  
	83Bterminally ill,
	persons living with trauma;
	84Bpersons living with trauma;
	persons living with AIDS.
	85Bpersons living with AIDS.
	There are number of available resources to help students navigate the ethics demands of human subjects research. All of these resources are published on the LUC’s Capstone website and Blackboard. 
	165BThere are number of available resources to help students navigate the ethics demands of human subjects research. All of these resources are published on the LUC’s Capstone website and Blackboard.
	a. Ethics Self-Assessment is a tool that offers students with an opportunity to find out whether their research should require ethics clearance.   
	a. 86BEthics Self-Assessment is a tool that offers students with an opportunity to find out whether their research should require ethics clearance.
	b. LUC’s Ethics Review Board (ERB) – is an official committee composed of faculty representatives from LUC’s majors to provide consultation, advice and clearance for human subjects research at LUC. 
	b. 87BLUC’s Ethics Review Board (ERB) – is an official committee composed of faculty representatives from LUC’s majors to provide consultation, advice and clearance for human subjects research at LUC.
	c. Ethics workplan. Prior to starting their human subjects data collection, students should submit a research template outlining their plans to address ethics issues in their Capstone research. The ethics workplan should be submitted to the ERB (lucethicsboard@luc.leidenuniv.nl) for clearance. The deadlines in each academic year for Ethics workplan submissions are:
	c. 88BEthics workplan. Prior to starting their human subjects data collection, students should submit a research template outlining their plans to address ethics issues in their Capstone research. The ethics workplan should be submitted to the ERB (lu...
	i. June 1st
	i. 89BJune 1st
	ii. September 1st 
	ii. 90BSeptember 1st
	iii. November 1st 
	iii. 91BNovember 1st
	Students may choose the deadline that best fits their research plan after the consultation with their supervisor. 
	92BStudents may choose the deadline that best fits their research plan after the consultation with their supervisor.
	d. Sample Informed Consent form – Prior to data collection, subjects must be informed about how their privat information is being used. ERB has compiled a template informed consent form for students to use in their Capstone research.
	d. 93BSample Informed Consent form – Prior to data collection, subjects must be informed about how their privat information is being used. ERB has compiled a template informed consent form for students to use in their Capstone research.
	For more details, see the official LUC ethics guidelines or contact the LUC Ethics Board directly (lucethicsboard@luc.leidenuniv.nl) for specific inquiries.
	166BFor more details, see the official LUC ethics guidelines or contact the LUC Ethics Board directly (lucethicsboard@luc.leidenuniv.nl) for specific inquiries.
	XV. RESEARCH IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
	Each country may have very specific rules about how research can be legally conducted. In addition, there may be real risks to students’ safety. If a student is considering pursuing a research in a foreign country, he must consult his supervisor about the feasibility of such a project. For additional details on the official protocol for students who wish to conduct research abroad, please, see LUC website and Regulations of Leiden University.
	167BEach country may have very specific rules about how research can be legally conducted. In addition, there may be real risks to students’ safety. If a student is considering pursuing a research in a foreign country, he must consult his supervisor a...
	XVI. AWARDS
	1. Thesis of Merit
	1. 94BThesis of Merit
	All theses that receive A or A+ will be automatically nominated for a Thesis of Merit. The number of awards per year is limited to 12. A faculty committee composed of judges representing each major assesses the quality of the scholarship of the nominated theses.  The Awards Committee will assess theses based on specific criteria.
	Criteria for Thesis of Merit
	169BCriteria for Thesis of Merit
	Theses will be evaluated based on the degree to which high standards were met in all grading criteria judged by the Supervisor and according to all or some of the following six categories as judged by the awards committee.
	 Intellectual Contribution: Does the thesis significantly contribute to the body of knowledge in his/her field?
	 Interdisciplinary Contribution: how are the findings and implications relevant to other fields of knowledge? Is the linkage with other fields of knowledge explicit or implied?
	 Research Effort: What is the level of depth and sophistication of the research effort? Was the depth of analysis appropriate for the student’s training and the research question? What was involved in obtaining the research materials (primary, secondary, archival, etc…)?
	 Broader Impact: What is the societal relevance of the research? Did the student make explicit or implicit connections between his/her research findings and society?
	 Writing: Is the thesis well written? Was the use of academic English at an advanced level? Are there consistent and/or problematic errors of grammar or structure? Does the writing demonstrate coherence?
	 Presentation: Are figures, tables, graphics, and other illustrations clear? Were the thesis guidelines and formatting instructions closely followed?
	2. Brill Prize
	2. 101BBrill Prize
	The Brill Prize is coordinated by the Brill-Nijhoff Writing Institute at LUC, and is awarded to a thesis that excels through its originality of approach and manner of presentation.
	XVII. Capstone Symposium
	The students will be given an opportunity to present their final Capstone research in an annual LUC research symposium. The research symposium will be accessible to all LUC students and faculty. Students writing their Capstone will be provided with a venue to discuss their research in a poster or in a panel format.
	CAPSTONE FORMATTING AND SUBMISSION
	I. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
	1. All LUC theses must comply with standard general guidelines for the following: title page and prepages; font size and type; pagination of prepages, text, and appendices; numbering of sections, subsections, figures, and tables (see Section II);
	2. The proposal and thesis must be uploaded to Blackboard to be checked for plagiarism. Failure to do so by a student represents insufficient proposal and thesis and receives a failing grade;
	3. A bachelor thesis must be written in the student’s major. 
	II. FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS
	All LUC’s final theses must abide by the following formatting requirements.
	1. Prepages
	1. 105BPrepages
	 Title Page (see example below)
	 Abstract (limited to 350 words)
	 Table of Contents
	 List of Tables
	 List of Figures
	 List of Appendices
	 Acknowledgements
	 Main Text
	2. Dedication
	3. References (and Endnotes)
	4. Appendices
	5. Use a good bond paper, A4 size, with margins of 2.5 cm along all four sides
	6. Font and type: 12 point font size and a consistent font type throughout the thesis,
	7. Spacing: Double-space throughout thesis, except for longer quotations, formulae, tables, or footnotes,
	8. Citation and reference style: consistently follow a premier scholarly journal in the field of specialty,
	9. Pagination and numbering: use small Roman numerals (ii, iii, etc.) for all prepages after the Title Page (which is not numbered). Use either Roman or Arabic numerals for the Main Text, Dedication, and References. Appendices are numbered according to A, B, C, … (ex: A1, A2, A3; B1, B2; C…). Within the main text, chapters should be consecutively numbered (Arabic or Roman). Sections, subsections, figures, and tables should be consecutively numbered.
	III. CAPSTONE SUBMISSION
	The final Capstone thesis must be submitted in 2 copies:
	1. A bound hard copy of the thesis is required to be submitted to LUC’ s Capstone administrator or Info Desk at LUC.
	1. 116BA bound hard copy of the thesis is required to be submitted to LUC’ s Capstone administrator or Info Desk at LUC.
	2. An electronic version (pdf) of the Final Thesis must be uploaded in Turnitin on Blackboard. The supervisor and the reader grade the electronic version of the final Capstone thesis. Any discrepancies between the bound hard copy and the digital version of the Capstone will result in the referral to the Board of Examiners for violating Leiden University Code of Conduct on Plagiarism as described in the LUC Student Handbook and may result in a failing grade for the final Capstone thesis. 
	IV. USE OF PRIOR MATERIALS AND EFFORTS
	It is permissible to utilize materials from prior courses or academically enriching experiences, such as an internship. Such efforts, however, are expected to represent the initial or supporting ideas of the Capstone rather than a finished section of the Capstone. Students who wish to utilize written work from prior courses or experiences must receive permission from their Capstone supervisor. 
	V. PLAGIARISM
	Plagiarism is a direct violation of the internationally recognized rules of academic integrity and is therefore not acceptable. These rules are in detail described in the LUC Academic Honor Code. Materials from prior courses or efforts are allowed to be integrated into the Capstone, but students should be careful to avoid self-plagiarism. It is not acceptable to directly copy and paste text from a prior paper. The proposal and the final thesis must be uploaded to Blackboard to be checked with plagiarism software. 
	VI. RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR CAPSTONE PROPOSAL
	Completion of the Capstone Proposal is an essential step in the Capstone process. Importantly, a good proposal prepares the researcher for the forthcoming activities and outlines the task ahead. The proposal serves as an assurance that the supervisor and student share the same expectations from the standpoint of the research goals, timeline, and workload. The proposal, however, is a work in progress and deviations from the proposal in the final thesis may occur. This is a common practice in larger research projects and does not need to pose major concern. If the student has additional concerns, she/he should discuss these issues with their supervisor. 
	Please note that the content specifics and the structure may differ across LUC’s major and supervisors may change these guidelines to more closely reflect disciplinary norms. Students are also encouraged to consult the specific guidelines for their respective major on LUC’s Capstone website. 
	The supervisor determines the exact word count based on the disciplinary conventions.
	Format of the Proposal: 
	185BFormat of the Proposal:
	1. Title Page
	1. 118BTitle Page
	A good title is important because it creates the first impression to the audience. The title should be a brief, clear statement of the subject of the research. Highly technical words should be avoided where possible.
	The title page should include:
	 Title
	 Submitted by: (with affiliation)
	 Submitted to: (with affiliation)
	 Date of submission
	2. Introduction
	This section articulates a research question, outlines the argument and establishes the project significance. In many ways this is the most important part of the proposal. If you fail to convince the audience of the importance of your research at the very beginning of the proposal it is unlikely that you will receive permission to proceed. 
	3. Literature review
	Here you must clearly articulate your knowledge of the field by developing a case for your study supported with the pertinent literature. More importantly, you are building on the rationale for your project, supported by the current state of knowledge on the topic (i.e., literature). The literature review should expand upon the problem in greater depth with a thorough and concise review of related research. It should compactly synthesize previous work (perhaps even a table or figure). A synthesis of the literature is not a blow-by-blow account of what each previous research accomplished. Rather, it combines results of different studies into a single idea. This can be articulated by making (bold) statements about the status of knowledge, which is subsequently supported by statements that cite the key references. A good literature review addresses debates relative to the research problem. Here it can be helpful to justify why you affiliate with one side of the debate. A good literature review should include “key” classic (benchmark) references and also the current citations.
	4. Outline of a Research Design
	This section should contain outline of the argument clearly tied to the research question, and hypotheses derived from the argument. Students should also discuss the proposed methodological approach (even if they have not yet conducted their research), including the type of data collection planned, techniques to analyze the data (qualitative or quantitative), and the limitations to the proposed research design. 
	5. Ethical issues (if primary data collection on human subjects included)
	Students who wish engage in primary data collection on human subjects must include a section on how they have addressed ethical concerns in their research, including consultation and/or clearance of LUC’ s Ethics Review Board , data privacy issues etc. For more details, please, see section VI Capstone guidelines. 
	6. Setting (optional… if location dependent)
	Student should identify the location of field research and characterize the physical and/or human setting (demographics, geology, climate, flora, culture region, etc…). In this section students must briefly discuss whether the student obtained the required clearance from their supervisor regarding conducting Capstone research abroad. Please, refer to section VII of Capstone guidelines for additional details.
	7. Budget (optional)
	7. 128BBudget (optional)
	Include itemized amount and brief justification for specific expenses. Specific items might include equipment, supplies (field, university), travel (train travel to an archive or research center, food, lodging, etc…), and laboratory expenses (including contract work).
	8. Timeline
	Include a proposed timeline for the research activities included in section 2-4. 
	8. References
	All references cited should be complete, and the referencing style should consistently conform to one selected referencing style. Students should consult with their supervisor for advice on the preferred referencing style in their Capstone project.
	VII. RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR FINAL THESIS*
	* THE SUPERVISOR MAY MODIFY THE THESIS STRUCTURE AND WORD COUNT TO ACCOMMODATE DISCIPLINARY CONVENTIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO CONSULT THEIR SUPERVISORS FOR MORE SPECIFIC MAJOR GUIDELINES. 
	1. Abstract (Project Summary):
	A succinct (350 word max) narrative of the overall research project, including research question, methodological approaches, findings, and main conclusions.
	2. Introduction: 
	The scope of the research topic is defined, including a clearly stated research question and a case for the research is presented (rationale). The introduction should also contain the outline of the main argument and a brief summary of the main findings. The introduction should be presented in a format that is readable to a non-specialist.
	3. Literature Review (Previous Research):
	The research question is approached from a careful synthesis and critique of the pertinent literature within the field of specialty.
	4. Argument and Methodological Approach:
	Articulate a detailed argument/ theory you examine in the Capstone project and a corresponding set of hypotheses. If applicable identify the relevant data collection (qualitative or quantitative) that you have used to answer your research question, provide the justification of your location or case selection. Lastly, the discussion should also include the techniques and methods that you utilized to analyze the data or develop theoretical argument.
	5. Results (Findings):
	A succinct characterization of the findings derived either from the theoretical discussion, extensive literature review, or data analysis (qualitative or quantitative). 
	6.  Discussion (Analysis):
	The results are related back to the  literature in  the  specialty, particularly to the theoretical debates. How did the findings support or conflict with previously held tenets? The chapter may conclude by considering the broader relevance of the research findings (beyond their specialty), such as societal, environmental, management, or other interdisciplinary implications. What are the possible limitations to the study, approach, and results?
	7. Conclusions and Future Research:
	A succinct overview of the important findings as supported by the data and analysis. The study should conclude by noting future research directions or questions that were elucidated through the research efforts.
	(sample thesis title page)
	SUSTAINABLE APPROACHES TO FLOOD MANAGEMENT ALONG COASTAL PLAIN RIVERS IN AN ERA OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
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	CAPSTONE CHECKLIST:
	 I submitted a signed supervisor form.
	 I have applied for an ethics clearance for human subjects research (if applicable).
	 I have submitted a Capstone proposal on Blackboard,
	 I have followed a Capstone thesis formatting requirements.
	 I have consulted additional guidelines for Capstones in my own major.
	 I have submitted a final Capstone thesis on Blackboard.
	 I have submitted a final Capstone thesis as a hard copy to a Capstone administrator
	 I have submitted a final Capstone thesis as a hard copy to a Capstone supervisor. 
	CAPSTONE FORMS
	summer-external-capstone-supervisor-form.pdf
	 Providing direction for the identification and definition of a suitable thesis topic,

	summer-external-capstone-supervisor-form.pdf
	 Providing direction for the identification and definition of a suitable thesis topic,
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